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Redbox by AirAsia
the new low-cost courier in town
Reliable

Convenient

Affordable

Creating something for everyone in parcel deliveries, where everyone can courier!

Introducing Redbox by Airasia, the new low-cost courier service in Southeast Asia! Offering the
best value-for-money express courier and parcel delivery service, it is wholly developed by AirAsia
to provide customers up to 50% savings in costs compared to existing courier services.
Redbox is designed by the airline to deliver low-cost courier services suitable for businesses,
average consumers, corporate clients and foreign workers for the carriage of regular parcels,
business packages and documents
throughout the airline’s extensive
route network.
We have already launched our services
across Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Philippines, Vietnam and Nepal with
plans currently underway for launches
in other countries such as Australia,
Japan, China and Hong Kong.
For more information, please visit us
at redbox.airasia.com .
REDBOX PRODUCT LAUNCHING :
(From left) AirAsia X Bhd Chief Executive Officer Azran Osman Rani, AirAsia Bhd CEO Aireen
Omar, Airasia Bhd Head of Cargo Captain Chin Nyok San, Communication & Multimedia
Minister Malaysia Datuk Seri Ahmad Shabery Cheek, AirAsia Group Chief Executive Officer
Tan Sri Tony Fernandes, Redbox Asia Ptd Ltd CEO Randy Ong and Redbox Asia Executive
Chairman Victor Lim at the launch of the new low-cost courier and parcel delivery service,
Redbox in Kuala Lumpur, on 14th August 2014.
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Airbus says Abu Dhabi has become the center of the world with
Etihad capable of offering direct services to 99 percent of the
world’s urban population.
Air cargo shippers – whether principal or intermediary – now
have three distinct options to support their global supply chains:
Integrators, Gulf carriers or legacy combination airlines.
Last year the top five IATA cargo carriers were FedEx, UPS
Airlines, Emirates, Korean Air, and Cathay Pacific.
While some might lament the shortcomings of the legacy
forwarder/airline offering – whether it is due to the lack of
‘e-freight’, the consequence of modal shift, historic infrastructure
costs or too much widebody capacity – shippers will continue to
do what they’ve always done: opt for the best service and price.
Fortunately they now have a lot more choice of both.
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Horses

Earlier this year livestock specialist Intradco
became part of the Chapman Freeborn
group after carving out a niche for itself in
the past 25 years.
The company’s first animal shipment
was six horses from Gatwick to
Bangkok. Today its charters include
flights for the world-famous Cavalia
tour and equine showcases around
the world, as well as more unusual
movements - including transporting
247 deer from USA to Russia, and 400
alpacas from Chile to London.
According to global sales and
development manager Charlie
McMullen: “One of the things Chapman
Freeborn has done very successfully
over the last 40 years is expanding its
product portfolio and bringing specialist
charter services to new aviation markets.
“We believe it sits perfectly with
Intradco’s expertise in equine and
livestock transportation. Our focus is
on promoting our services in previously
untapped markets by making the most

of the group’s global office coverage
and local market knowledge.”
As with the general air cargo market,
in recent years the industry’s centre
of gravity has slowly started to shift
towards emerging markets such as
China and Africa.
According to McMullen, there is always
ongoing demand in Europe, US, and
South America for equine and livestock
movements, but the greatest potential
for growth lays elsewhere:
“There are some interesting factors
driving this demand in emerging
markets like China. It has a lot to do
with rising levels of affluence, meaning
premium products such as horses
are becoming more in demand. The
equestrian infrastructure in China is
growing very fast, and the demand B

–for new courses
In terms of the movers and shakers in the
animal transport business, the industry remains
relatively regionalized
Charlie McMullen: global sales and development manager Chapman Freeborn
for high quality horses is doing the
same. We feel once the gambling laws
ease up, it will open the floodgates for
equine imports across the country

This gives us the flexibility to choose
from a truly global selection of airlines,
so we can offer competitive aircraft
prices across any routing.”

The equestrian infrastructure in China is
growing very fast, and the demand for
high quality horses is doing the same.
We feel once the gambling laws ease
up, it will open the floodgates for equine
imports across the country.”

Airports are also competing to gain a
greater share of the animal transport
business. Together with Equitrans and
National Air Cargo, earlier this year the
company coordinated the first flight
to make use of the newly-constructed
horse loading ramp at Dubai World
Central - Al Maktoum International
Airport (DWC), a unique facility
designed to allow for the increased
import and export of live animal cargo.

In terms of the movers and shakers
in the animal transport business, the
industry remains relatively regionalised,
McMullen says:
“There are significant players in each
market, but few truly global providers.
We compete, but often collaborate with
some of the larger companies across
different global routings. However
there is usually local agents that are
specialists within their own country, or
sometimes continent. At Intradco we
try hard to involve local agents within
our movements, whether to assist with
local paperwork and import/export
regulations, or to provide operational
assistance at the local airports.”
Airlines have also recognized that there’s
big business in equine and livestock
movements, and in recent years several
have spent time developing their own
expertise and equipment to facilitate
transport.
“Airlines such as Air France-KLM, Fedex
and Lufthansa have been involved in
this niche for a long time, and some
have their own experts in-house.
However, at Intradco we are positioned
to assist even inexperienced airlines in
equine and live animal movements.
“We provide the equipment, expertise
and professional flying grooms and
attendants – we just need the airline to
be on time and offer a good service.

“Airports investing in state-of-the-art
infrastructure like this is great news
for the equine and livestock transport
business. The world-class facilities
in Dubai will benefit us greatly when
managing future horse movements in
the Middle East,” adds McMullen.
Which is why he expects further
consolidation around global companies
with niche competence: “When it
comes to animal movements, clients
expect a level of expertise and local
market knowledge that other providers
can’t necessarily provide. If one of
our European-based clients has a
requirement in South America or Asia,
it’s reassuring for them to know they will
get the exact same quality of service
and operational support,” he notes.
“The welfare of the animals is at the
centre of everything we do, and we are
also aware of the different regulatory
requirements around the world.
Pre-flight there is always the need to
communicate with different government
agencies to ensure these are adhered
to. We have seen many shippers face
serious problems when they have not
paid enough attention to this.” 
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For every five horses
one job is created
and in Dubai “many
thousands” of families
derive their income
from the equestrian
sector,

FEI president HRH princess
Haya bint Al Hussein

Frequent Flyer Horse
high performance, high health and high price
Equestrian sport is big business. According to the 2012 annual report of the
World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE), in the Olympic year there were
3,378 events involving 58,608 horses and 31,928 athletes.
And they all have to travel by air.
This growing number of highperformance flat racing, endurance,
show-jumping, polo and dressage
horses are (increasingly) frequent flyers
to and from competition venues all over
the world. Some of them – particularly
top flat racers - are worth millions and
compete for millions.
As a result, the Fédération Equestre
Internationale (FEI) together with the
OIE and International Federation
of Horseracing Authorities (IFHA)
have collaborated to develop and
promote a so-called “high health, high
performance (HHP) horse” protocol
based on a high level of biosecurity
management that poses less of a
transborder health risk than other
equines.
At the moment, many government
authorities only have one approach to
the movement of all types of horses,
without taking into consideration the
higher health standards of FEI horses.

Speaking before the latest OIE regional
conference on international competition
horse movements held in Dubai at the
end of September, Ghazi Yahya, OIE
MENA representative said: “As the
world organisation for animal health, our
priority is the need to impress on both
the air transport industry and the equine
industry the need for a consistent global
approach to best welfare standards for
horse transport by air.”
The objective of the conference was
to create an improved approach to
the temporary movement of highperformance horses based on OIE
principles because they present a
lower risk to importing and exporting
countries. The Gulf Cooperation
members are already moving in this
direction.
In May representatives from 178
countries met in Paris to adopt the 		
HHP protocol.
This means there is now a specific OIE
mandate to work with governments
around the world to ensure a B

harmonized process for moving toplevel sport horses for major international
competitions. Following the Paris
meeting an agreement was reached
between the chief veterinary officers of
the U.K. Ireland and France to allow
HHP horses to travel between the
countries without a health certificate
while Korea implemented new import
requirements based on the HHP
concept for the 17th Incheon Asian
Games that ran from September 19,
to October 04 this year.
“This is a landmark development in
global access to equestrian sport. It
means our athletes, who are working
so hard to represent their countries at
key international events, including the
Olympic and Paralympic Games, have
the opportunity do so in future with
practical and safe horse movement
approaches from governments around
the world,” explained HRH Princess
Haya bint Al Hussein, FEI president.
“It is vital for the growth of equestrian
sport that horses can move safely
and easily to compete at the world’s
biggest events”, added Louis Romanet,
chairman of the IFHA and vice president
of the International Horse Sports
Confederation (IHSC). “This latest
development follows intensive efforts by
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the OIE, FEI, IFHA and veterinary and
government experts around the world to
adopt an improved specific approach to
international movement of our top-level
sport horses, and this will have a deep
impact on the future of both international
racing and FEI sport.”
Speaking on the occasion of the Dubai
OIE meeting, princess Haya said
equestrian sport - and the industry
that supports it – continues to expand
rapidly: “With this growth has come
job opportunities and tax revenues,
as well as a strengthening of the rural
economy and its social fabric. The
number of FEI international equestrian
events has increased by more than 45
per cent since 2007 and this growth is
continuing.”
The princess noted however that while
for every five horses one job is created
and in Dubai “many thousands” of
families derive their income from the
equestrian sector, the sport “will not and
cannot take place” without government
acceptance of the HHP protocol.
She called on those attending the
meeting to create a better approach
to the temporary movement of highperformance horses that is “transparent,
consistent, fair, efficient and safe”. 

combined power for your global air charter needs

Global network, local coverage - Open when you are
Highly-experienced in every kind of load, aircraft and location
Innovative solutions that meet your deadline and save you money

Fort Lauderdale, FL / USA
Phone (24/7): +1 954 713 9363
TCS@globalcharteralliance.com

Frankfurt / Germany
Phone (24/7): +49 6103 48 56 365
NEO@globalcharteralliance.com

www.globalcharteralliance.com

Singapore / Singapore
Phone (24/7): +65 6297 8862
PAL@globalcharteralliance.com
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NAFTA helps keeps the ‘Store open

The U.S. Department of Transportation reported U.S.-NAFTA freight
totaled US$101.1 billion in July 2014 - the fifth consecutive month of
freight flows exceeding $100 billion.
Trucks carried 59.2 percent of total shipments for the month,
accounting for US$30.5 billion in exports and US$29.3 billion
of imports.
Rail remained the second largest mode, moving 14.8 percent
of all freight, followed by ship or barge at 9.1 percent, pipeline
at 8.5 percent, and air at 3.4 percent.
Total air imports in July were US$1.43 billion – up 1.9 percent
over the same month a year earlier; exports rose 0.8 percent to
US$2.04 billion in the same period.
Between 2004 and 2007, NAFTA airfreight growth averaged
30 percent per annum. In 2008 it plummeted from 20.7 to
-0.9 percent. For the next five years growth averaged just 4.6
percent.
According to the DOT, top commodities in July 2014 shipped
by air between the US and Canada was electrical machinery,
equipment and parts. Exports were valued at US$325 million,
imports at US$147 million and the total was US$471 million.
For U.S.-Mexico traffic it was US$234 million, US$191million
and US$425 million for the month respectively.
NAFTA traffic is a major source of charter interest for Ft.
Lauderdale-based The Charter Store. So the increase in total
trade and, in particular, airfreight is a welcome straw in the
wind for co-founder Harry Steiner: “There’s always a need
for supplement airlift to trucking in order to keep production
plants running,” he says. “We usually use smaller aircraft such
as Lear jets or Falcons and sometimes a DC-9 or B737-type
capacity.” B
Harry Steiner, Co-Founder and Managing Partner, The Charter Store

Steiner set up his store in Florida after
13 years with Chapman Freeborn in
Atlanta and prior to that in Germany.
He says he “cut his teeth” in the charter
business working for the Lufthansa
subsidiary German Cargo Services in the
1980s – joining the company just after
its charismatic manager Siegfried Kohler
retired.

“For us, it’s different. With World and
Evergreen gone, there’s a little less
ad hoc capacity. We’ve used Kalitta,
Southern and Atlas Air 747s – and
Centurion’s MD-11s have always been
cheaper to South America from Miami
because the company can rely on the
backhaul (of perishables) to lower the
southbound charter price.”

Since then he’s seen a couple of boom
and bust periods in the air cargo
business – usually determined by a
confluence of over-capacity and an
economic downturn. Fortunately for
the competent charter broker, ad hoc
capacity is usually less-affected by such
influences: “If something has to move,
it is more a question of capacity in the
right place at the right time – which is
why there are still some routes where you
can still operate a -200 B747 freighter.
Although the fuel burn will cost more per
hour than a -400, if it’s the right aircraft for
the shipment, it doesn’t really matter.”

Steiner says the ‘Store has seen a good
first half of 2014 as demand and rates
have gradually risen - whether it is
NAFTA traffic, global ad hoc charters or
the company’s nascent executive travel
sector. The latter business is now growing
thanks to the appointment of a dedicated
sales manager earlier in the year.

Steiner agrees that for line-haul operators
supporting a global supply chain, the
availability of vast belly capacity on a
B777 makes the economics of operating
a -400 or MD-11 freighter marginal.

“Air charter is a small percentage of
the total air cargo business but there’s
always room for the niche broker,” he
adds. To help this along, the company
has partnered with Neo Air Charter in
Germany and Pacific Airlift in Singapore
to form the Global Charter Alliance –
serving freight forwarders and never
shippers.
“We’re traditional,” Steiner declares. 
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VIEWPOINT
E
(Still) flying over the cuckoo’s nest

About 40 years ago I used to inwardly grimace at the industry joke printed on cards and
pinned up on freight forwarders’ office noticeboards: you don’t have to be insane to
work here, but it helps.
Ii is extremely disappointing that, by
2014, very little has changed in the air
cargo world and the Groucho Marxstyle black humor justifiably remains.
Yes, with the growth of world trade,
air cargo numbers are substantially
bigger today, frequencies and
service levels are vastly improved,
especially with the extensive range
of products on offer, and there are
hi-tech devices to quickly tell us this
information, especially the losses. But
prospects for the air cargo industry’s
development seem bleaker than ever.
The overriding problem remains the
same: passengers, or ‘walking freight’
as forwarders still like to describe
them. Travelling humans continue to
hold the airfreight master key. As a
result, the comedy goes on. Air cargo
remains blighted by passengers, by
passenger air services, passenger
terminals, passenger-focused airlines,
passenger safety, passenger politics
and regulations. They’re its single
biggest enemy.
If we could do away with passenger
air travel then air cargo would
blossom into a real industry, charging
commercially acceptable and profitmaking prices for dedicated services
that are measured and treasured by
satisfied customers. Airports would
view the business as important.
Shippers would confidently map out
their supply chains.
I’m not holding my breath.
Here’s a broad-brush view of some 		
of the problems:
AIRLINES: Cargo management is
increasingly being handed over to

passenger managers as freighter
services are either drastically reduced
or scrapped altogether and air cargo
identities within carriers’ business
portfolios are reduced to mere
byproduct status. Belly is the new king
and so cargo goes where passengers
go and at passenger times. Take it or
leave it.
FORWARDERS: Low rates have been
their holy grail and continue to be, so
that carrier loyalty is easily jettisoned
for a cheaper deal. This is one of the
reasons why forwarders, on the whole,
are detested by airlines. They always
have been.
AIRPORTS: Building new facilities
and introducing 21st century
technology and planning won’t make
up for a lack of passenger airline
interline connectivity or forwarders’
presence. No amount of promotion
will attract anything other than the
odd niche cargo airline. Why do so
many airports waste so much time,
money and energy on the lost cause
of such promotion, especially at
industry events? I’ve never figured out
why US airports in particular invest in
expensive stands at air cargo industry
exhibitions. Attract passengers and
the cargo will follow. Airports don’t
understand the cargo business.
CUSTOMERS: Like forwarders,
shippers want cheap rates and
top quality, zero-defect services.
Unfortunately, this arrangement
doesn’t work, in any industry. Airfreight
is too cheap because ill-disciplined
airlines, desperate for market share,
often give it away, knowing that
passenger revenues will make their
flights profitable. It is no surprise that

many airlines are dropping out of the
air cargo business. Customers should
be very worried about this trend.
Where is the debate on this?
AIRCRAFT: I wonder if Boeing knew
what it was doing when it delivered the
very first B777 passenger jet to United
Airlines in 1990? Was the planemaker
aware that this aircraft family and its
capacious belly possibilities would
go on to sound the death knell for
the airfreight business? It is rather
ironic that, almost 15 years later,
United’s cargo division is being run
by passenger managers again. The
B777 is the widest, most spacious
airplane in its class and includes
improvements in technology, flight
deck design, passenger comfort and
interior flexibility. Its greater payload
and range capability result in lower
operating costs to airlines. The B777
is larger than all other twin- or tri-jet
airplanes but smaller than the B747.
It brings the twin-engine economic
advantage to medium- and long-range
markets. It has spelt the end for many
freighter dreams.
MANAGERS: Where are the new
breed? Who are they? Why would
they want to enter this asylum? Who
would want to consider air cargo as a
career? As Grouch Marx – a forwarder
of much wit in his time – might have
said had airfreight existed in those
days: “I don’t want to belong to any
club that will accept me as a member.”
- Nigel Tomkins, the former editor
of Air Cargo News, has been an
observer of the air cargo business for
several decades. 
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Going forward, giving back:
Agility’s ongoing journey

Gartner says the successful
manager of supply chains
will include companies that
h av e “g o o d g o v e r n a nc e
and corporate citizenship”.
According to Mariam AlFoudery, senior vice president
of Marketing, Communications
and
C o r p o rat e
S o c ial
Resp o n si bi l i t y at A gi l i ty ,
the company takes its social
responsibilities seriously –
and personally:

What does this mean? For our business,
it means four things.
First, investing in our communities. As
a company that operates in over 100
countries, we don’t have one cause or
partner organization that we support – we
have several hundred. Our approach is
a grassroots one, rooted in the principle
that what’s “close to the heart” will look
different in different parts of the world.
Our experience has borne that out: our
employees have chosen to support
everything from veterans’ issues in the
USA, cancer research in the UK, youth
mentorship programs in the Middle East,
to building schools in rural Indonesia, Sri
Lanka, and Cambodia.

most. We partner with the humanitarian
community to donate logistics services
and expertise during times of natural
disaster.
Logistics is at the forefront of relief
operations after a major natural disaster.
Huge volumes of food, medicines,
and other relief items need to flow
quickly to displaced people, at a time
when logistics infrastructure is often
damaged or over-burdened. Companies
like Agility can make a difference
because we have logistics experts on
the ground, warehouse capacity, and
access to transport assets, that save our
humanitarian partners both precious time
(every day counts at the start of a relief
operation, because it’s all about reaching

Our philosophy is to let employees lead.
We have a company pool of funds that
employees can apply to on behalf of their
chosen charity partner, as long as they
commit to either raising an equivalent
amount locally or donating their time and
expertise to the project in question. We
like this approach because employees
are fully engaged at every step: they
choose the cause, vet the charity partner,
and run the actual project on the ground,
with Agility’s support and financial
backing.

the survivors quickly) and money that
can be used to help elsewhere.

This “local” approach is flexible,
personal, and allows us to scale our
donations. In the last eight years, Agility
has funded more than 1,000 initiatives
in 75 countries, reaching more than 1
million people with some kind of service
activity.

Agility has participated in more than
30 disaster relief operations to date,
including South Sudan, Haiti, Myanmar,
Indonesia, Pakistan, and the Philippines.

Second, we contribute our core expertise
– logistics – when it is needed the

Agility has a long-standing partnership
with the International Medical Corps,
a non-profit organization that provides
medical relief services. We also partner
with other companies like UPS, Maersk
and TNT in the Logistics Emergency
Teams (LETs) initiative to support the
Global Logistics Cluster, the logistics arm
of the humanitarian community, managed
through the World Food Program.

Third, we work with our customers on greening
supply chains. I have always believed that
good logistics and green logistics go hand
in hand – more efficient supply chains
usually cut emissions as well as costs. B
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This point is best illustrated with an
example. As part of a commercial
contract, Agility partnered with a
global telecommunications provider
on creating a “Goods in Transit Center”
(GIT-C) that reduces air cargo weight,
transport costs, and carbon emissions
on shipments originating in mainland
China, Hong Kong, and India. Agility
packs consumer electronics cargo more
densely on air pallets to reduce volumes
and improve the efficiency in the use of
aircraft. This reduces packaging weight,
the number of pallets used, and “dead
space” on planes. In addition to driving
significant cost savings for the customer,
GIT-C saves 9% or more on cargo weight
and CO2 emissions for over one million
kilograms of air freight per year.
As regulations around the world get
tougher when it comes to environmental
tracking and compliance, and as
companies increasingly think about
environmental issues as part of managing
their supply chains, being able to
measure and manage environmental
impact is key. Agility offers free carbon
footprint accounting to customers for
cargo managed by Agility, as well as a
number of “greener” options for freight
moves.

Mariam Al Foudery, senior vice president,
Marketing, Communications and Corporate
Social Responsibility. Agility

Last but perhaps most important, we
work hard to make sure our business is
run responsibly from within. We look at
how we manage our own operations, in
terms of our people, our health and safety
standards, our ethics and compliance

program, and our environmental impact.
Being responsible always starts at home,
with a culture that is lived and breathed
by employees.
We continue to work to maintain high
standards for employment, and we are
strengthening our health and safety focus
company-wide. Agility has invested in
a framework that provides protection
and safeguards for its migrant workers
in the Middle East, training more than
90% of our people and conducting fair
labor audits. We also hold ourselves to
the commitments we make in our Code
of Business Ethics and Conduct, setting
the expectation that every individual is
accountable for his or her actions, training
our people in the fundamentals of ethical
behavior, and providing employees with
the ability to report grievances through
an anonymous hotline and other means.
At the end of the day though, we know
that like all companies, we are not
perfect. We have more to learn and can
always improve further. We think of our
sustainability strategy in much the same
way that we think about the business
strategy – it’s an ongoing journey and
one from which we grow as we go along.
I am often asked what the rationale is for
investing resources and management
attention in giving back. Why do we or
should we care?
Most people accept that running a good
business, one that is ethical, safe, fair to B

employees, and environmentally mindful
is a good idea. But there are always the
people in the room that want to know
why any company should go above and
beyond that – and it’s a fair question.
Our answer is simple. We believe that our
commitment to being a good citizen is
good for our customers and good for our
business. It strengthens the communities
where we work, contributes toward a
cleaner planet, and adds to the sense
of pride and collective spirit among
our employees. Giving back is part of
our company culture of taking personal
ownership, delivering personal service,
and going above and beyond.
As a leader in emerging markets, having
an ethos of giving back is also particularly
important. Agility is a company with
roots in emerging markets, more than 80
percent of our workforce is based in the
Middle East, Africa, and Asia, and we
have important local ties with businesses,
government, and communities on the
ground. Emerging markets are growing
fast, but they also have big needs.

We believe that meeting those needs is
a collective responsibility, and one that
businesses like ours can and must be a
part of. 
Mariam Al-Foudery launched Agility’s
CSR program eight years ago. Since
then the company has donated logistics
support to 30 natural disasters around the
world, invested in over 1,000 community
projects in 75 countries, developed a
sustainability strategy for internal and
customer operations, and runs a fair
labor program aimed at migrant workers.
Before joining Agility, Mariam ran a
microfinance program for women living
below the poverty line in Egypt, and
consulted on economic development and
gender issues for the U.N. Development
Programme. She holds a Master’s degree
in Development Management from the
London School of Economics; a Master’s
degree in Media Studies and a Bachelor’s
degree in International Relations from
Stanford University.
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Rent, return, reuse
The circular economy today
is relatively omnipresent but
people don’t relate to it as
such. Take buying a product
on eBay, where products
get reused for a second or
third time. Or how about
renting a car or staying in an
apartment for a holiday.
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The Institute of the Circular
Economy (Institut de l'économie
circulaire), recently awarded
Renault its Trophée 2014
in recognition of its role in
promoting and implementing the
circular economy: “The parts
destined for remanufacturing,
called ’scraps’, which can be
used in 90 percent of cars in
our range, are dropped-off to
vehicles in-use. By using reverse
logistics of distribution of spare
parts, the scraps are collected
by the commercial network,”
explains Laurent Claude,
business developer at Renault
Environnement.
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation
noted: “All our congratulations
go out to the Choisy-le-Roi
plant, whose contribution to the
circular economy is recognised
by this award. However, we also
want to salute the many other
initiatives that Renault is taking
to speed up this transition. At
Choisy, the dialogue between the
designers and those involved in
the reconditioning has resulted
in major progress in terms of
efficiency, and it is an example
worth following when the aim is
to improve the flows of materials.
There is a long road ahead, but
the work already accomplished is
a decisive step forward.”
The production of spare parts
at Choisy-le-Roi produces
an annual turnover of €100
million and was responsible for
remanufacturing 14,681 cars,
21,241 gearboxes, 32,691
injection pumps 3,540 cylinder
heads and 151,325 injectors /
nozzles in 2012.

Anything rental has always been part
of the circular economy, but people
don’t realize it is. So it is not something
new and basically it comes down to
re-using goods, remanufacturing goods,
remarketing used goods or selling goods
as services.
In the future I see selling goods as
services becoming much stronger,
particularly if commodity prices continue
to go up. Simply because the selling
performance means you retain ownership
of the embodied energy, water and
materials. You assure your own future
resource supply in the form of goods in
the market. At the end of each servicelife, it’s your choice if you want to recycle
goods as materials or remanufacture
them or reuse the components.
It’s a new economy where you can exploit
the highest possible value. It’s about
value preservation.
Another idea is that instead of selling raw
materials we lease raw materials. Anyone
using raw materials would pay a rent
to use them. The whole supply chain is
based on a lease model and each stage
has an obligation to know where the raw
materials are and what is happening to
them and return them after use.
A performance economy is perhaps a
better term that ensures everyone in the
supply chain gets to benefit. Everyone
does all they can to prevent waste
and losses and design goods to reuse
components or the materials.
There’s a real opportunity for
entrepreneurs to exploit the potential
of the circular economy in offering new
ways of doing things. But they may meet
resistance from traditional manufacturers
who may see their market share under
threat.

It’s the same for small businesses who
want to realize the benefits a circular
economy can bring. Swiss company
Stadler Rail has become the leading
manufacturer of city and regional trains
producing lighter trains that are easier for
people to get into. It broke with tradition
and designed a different carriage that
makes it much easier for travellers to use.
The transfer of knowledge is key and
essential to achieve faster results. This
economic and technical knowledge has
to move into the universities so students
learn about the circular economy, the
opportunities, the structure and function.
At the moment many university students
haven’t heard about the circular economy
– it’s the biggest organizational change
we need to deal with.
Governments should accept that it’s a
different economy from the industrial
throughput economy. It greatly reduces
greenhouse gas emissions. It employs
more labor. It consumes much less
resource and produces less waste. If
governments no longer tax renewable
sources, such as labor, but tax nonrenewable resources instead then many
companies would switch to a circular
economy as it would be cheaper for their
operation.
It’s the same with VAT. I propose
government should not levy VAT on
reused and remanufacturing activities
of the circular economy because it’s not
value added, but value preserved.
Walter Stahel is founder and director
of the Product Life Institute, Geneva.
Founded in 1982, it is a consulting
organization on sustainable strategies
and policies in Europe. Stahel is also
a visiting professor in the Faculty of
Engineering and Physical Sciences of
the University of Surrey, UK. 
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for reverse logistics
now read circular

Novelis is the global leader in aluminum rolled products
and the world's largest recycler of aluminum. The company
operates in 10 countries, has approximately 11,200
employees and reported revenue of US$10 billion
for its 2014 fiscal year.
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John
Gardner, Vice President, Novelis
Alan Dorling
Global Head of Pharmaceuticals 		
& Life Sciences, IAG Cargo

But we also need other avenues of
In September it joined the
sourcing to meet our targets and
World Wildlife Fund's (WWF)
drive the circular economy forward,
Climate Savers program,
and other closed-loop pioneers are
an exclusive initiative to
in the same boat.
encourage companies to
reduce their operational  Technological advancements enable
the Nachterstedt recycling center
carbon footprint and act as
to process a wider variety of scrap
agents of change within their
than has ever been possible before.
This allows us to take in scrap that
sphere of influence. To date,
others may not traditionally accept
Novelis is the only metals
and widens our market opportunities
company to be accepted into
for source material. However, there’s
the program. On October
always room to grow. With further
01, it officially opened its
advancements and expansions,
we’ll be able to process ever more
new recycling center in
challenging materials and in
Nachterstedt, Germany.

John Gardner is vice president
and chief sustainability
officer for Novelis. He says
the key to adopting a circular
economy is a change in
consumer attitudes:
The world’s largest aluminum recycling
center can recycle 400,000 tons of
aluminum scrap annually, returning
record-breaking amounts of used material
back into the circular economy. But while
the scale of the Nachterstedt Recycling
Center is impressive and exciting, it
comes with challenges that we as a
company, as an industry and as a society
must overcome in order to sustain it, and
other advances like it.
In early September, leading circular
economy experts from Forum for the
Future and around the world came
together in Nachterstedt, Germany, to
discuss these and other challenges –
not just for our recycling center, but also
similar circular economy incubators – and
how we can overcome them on a macro
scale.
During this session we explored three of
the most significant barriers to meeting
the size and scale required to make a
true circular economy. Here’s what we
realized:

 Circular sourcing, on a scalable 		

Phil Martens, Novelis president and CEO
(left), and Carter Roberts, president and
CEO of WWF

level, is fundamental to establishing
a more circular economy. To hit our
80 percent recycling targets (by
2020), Novelis needs to be recycling
between three and four million
tonnes of aluminum each year.
Closed-loop scrap recovery
contracts with our customers are
key to helping us meet that goal.

increasing volumes, moving us
closer to our goals and helping our
industry come closer to fully closing
the loop. And this raised the
important question, can other
industries advance in the same
way whether through technological
or financial breakthroughs?

 Changing consumer mindsets is one

of the most important and intractable
challenges to address on a
global scale. A lack of infrastructure
and incentives means recycling
rates continue to lag in many parts
of the world. Even areas with high
recycling rates still battle consumer
misconceptions that recycled content
means dirty or lower quality
materials. Changing these habits
and beliefs on the micro level through
consumer education could tip
the scales in time, but how can
we accelerate this process, what
investments are needed and who
are the key change agents that need
to be involved, be it brands, industry
or government?

These challenges are not unique to
aluminum recycling. But by identifying the
challenges we face as a global society,
we can better collaborate on solutions
to help us achieve our mutual goal – a
more circular economy. At Novelis, we’ve
made the investment. Now we’re up and
running, and willing to learn along the way.
Gardner began his career with Alcan in
1986 and held a succession of positions
in marketing, strategic analysis and
planning, operations management and
corporate affairs in the UK, Belgium and
Switzerland. He is a former chairman
of the European Aluminium Association
Packaging group and the Organization
of European Aluminium Refiners and
Remelters (OEA) 
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Quality worldwide.
A journey that makes all the difference.
From transporting a ﬁve-year-old elephant to loading a freighter in the pouring
rain in Osaka, we experience small episodes and big adventures every day
in the world of logistics. Quality has many faces and tells a thousand stories.
Read the latest ones at www.lufthansa-cargo.com/quality
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News that the five
members of the East
African Community (EAC)
– Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda,
Tanzania, and Uganda –
signed the draft version of
their Economic Partnership
Agreement (EPA) with the
EU in late September will
come as good news for the
region’s trade facilitators.

Logisti
Key to East Africa trade

According to a report by the Nairobibased Shippers Council of Eastern Africa
(SCEA), while most African countries
are currently focusing on strategies to
increase trade and enhance economic
integration, any success must include
cost effective and efficient logistics.
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The SCEA says the logistics impact on
competitiveness, productivity, trade,
integration, food prices, inequality, and
poverty “cannot be understated” with
logistics costs in developing countries
ranging from 18 - 35 percent of product
value compared to eight percent in the
OECD region. And while East Africa has
taken steps to improve some processes,
it says the region still needs to develop an
effective logistics framework.
China’s funding of a proposed new
standard gauge rail link between Kenya,
Uganda, Rwanda, South Sudan and the
port of Mombasa should help improve the
framework and lower costs when the first
phase between Nairobi and Mombasa is
completed by 2017.
The SCEA report, funded by development
agency TradeMark East Africa (TMEA),
says the five EAC countries will not only
have to find the money to upgrade an
infrastructure that has “suffered from
years of neglect” but also provide an
“enabling environment” for the private
sector to provide more efficient transport
and logistics services – particularly
for landlocked Burundi, Rwanda and
Uganda.
The SCEA notes there are some
encouraging signs: Following the launch
of a single EAC Customs territory on July
01, 2014, Uganda is set to attain a onestop electronic trade clearance system
that will enhance its competitiveness
in regional trade following a grant
of US$5 million from the Danish
government to TMEA in September.
The two development partners will
support implementation of the “National

tics

The amount of time spent by
shippers to get their cargo
inspected and cleared is way below
international standards. While
shippers appreciate the need for
security operations and revenue
collection duties of the state, they
are worried at the significant
amount of time lost in executing
clearance procedures.
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while most African
countries are currently
focusing on strategies
to increase trade and
enhance economic
integration, any
success must include
cost effective and
efficient logistics

Electronic Single Window” (NSEW) in
Uganda. Once complete, it will enhance
availability, access and handling of
international trade documents that will
hopefully reduce transaction delays and
costs for imports and exports.

in the survey related to “incidences of
corruption and rent seeking” throughout
the region. The country with the best
score was Rwanda at 3.85 followed by
Burundi at 3.0, Kenya at 2.92, Uganda
with 2.57 and Tanzania at 2.53.

The report acknowledges that Customs
clearance throughout the region needs to
be substantially improved: “The amount
of time spent by shippers to get their
cargo inspected and cleared is way
below international standards. While
shippers appreciate the need for security
operations and revenue collection
duties of the state, they are worried at
the significant amount of time lost in
executing clearance procedures.” The
SCEA says any increased investment
in infrastructure will be wasted without
a complementary improvement in
facilitation.

Rwandan respondents also said they
were the most satisfied with their
country’s infrastructure with a score of
3.30 followed closely by Uganda and
Kenya with 2.90 and 2.85 respectively.
Burundi and Tanzanian respondents were
the least satisfied with their countries
trade and logistics infrastructure with a
tied score of 2.73.

Meanwhile the World Bank signed an
MoU with Tanzania in September to
provide funding for improvements at
the port of Dar es Salaam that include
deepening and strengthening of berths
1-7; the dredging of the entrance channel
and turning basin in the port; and the
construction of a new berth and roll on
– roll off terminal. The provisional cost
of the project is US$565 million and will
be covered by a mixture of loan, credit
and grants from development partners.
The goal is to increase the capacity of
the port to 28 million tons by 2020 from
the current 14.6 million tons handled in
2013/14.
In a bid to identify the performance
of various actors and member states
throughout East Africa, the SCEA
canvassed its members and rated the
results using 11 KPIs to produce a
single average score for each indicator.

Rwanda came out top overall with a
score of 3.52 out of a possible 5.0
followed by Uganda with 3.07 and
Tanzania with a score of 2.89. Kenya and
Burundi ranked 4 and 5 with 2.82 and
2.78 respectively.
Uganda ranked highest in the goods
clearance process with a score of 3.13
out of a possible 5.0 followed by Rwanda
and Kenya tied at 3.0. Burundi and
Tanzania had scores of 2.91 and 2.53
respectively.
Some of the lowest numbers produced

The SCEA says the major issues
highlighted by survey respondents relate
to the quality of services provided by
carriers, clearing agents and government
trade facilitation agencies: “Customs
authorities scored very poorly in the
quality of services they provided, while
freight forwarders, transporters and
clearing agents scored highly, signifying
the efficiency with which private sector
entities conduct their operations,”
according to the report.
The SCEA notes that previous surveys of
EAC efficiency have been based on the
performance of the supply side. “One
critical factor that has often been missed
in these assessments is the demand
side evaluation in the form of the level of
preparedness of shippers to effectively
fulfil their import and export obligations
such as making prompt payments and
fulfilling their regulatory requirements.”
When taking the demand side into
account, SCEA says Burundi shippers
“are the least prepared” with a score of
just 2.00 compared to over 3.00 for the
rest of the EAC: “It is clear that there

is much work to be done in preparing
shippers from Burundi to effectively
engage in international trade.”
For the other countries, the SCEA says
the level of shipper preparedness is
directly related to the nature of cargo
being imported or exported and adds:
“A critical component of this category is
the importation of relief and humanitarian
cargo, where importers have often had
the misconception that such cargo is
subject to preferential treatment during
the clearance process.” 
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ATEST NEWS LATEST NEWS LATEST NEW

u Sharjah-based
Rus
Aviation, which specializes
in humanitarian aid flying,
is a major supporter of
the WFP and its annual
humanitarian
aviation
conference
(GHAC)
in
Geneva in October.
According to the WFP, good
working relationships with its
logistics partners are essential.
The GHAC event aims to discuss
a broad spectrum of pressing
aviation safety concerns affecting
humanitarian air operations and
the emerging trends in the aviation
sector. Currently some 2,500 staff
manage WFP’s multimodal logistics
portfolio to distribute 3.1 million
tonnes of food every year via its U.N.
Humanitarian Air Service (UNHAS).
More information on the WFP/
Rus Aviation GHAC conference in
October: http://annualghac.com/
page/ghac_about 
u According to Valerie
Amos, U.N. under-secretarygeneral for Humanitarian
Affairs and Emergency
Relief Coordinator, 20 million
people across Iraq have
been affected since the first
wave of displacement took
place in January this year.
As winter approaches, she says
this vast number requires shelter,
basic humanitarian assistance and
protection in over 1,500 sites
nationwide. In response to an U.N.
appeal, US$712 million has been
donated so far – including US$500
million from Saudi Arabia. The U.N.
says more than 45 charter flights in
support of various agencies, including

the World Food Programme (WFP),
have already delivered 6,700
tonnes of tents, mattresses, hygiene
and household kits, water bottles and
water disaster response kits to Erbil,
in Iraq’s Kurdistan region. UNHCR
began an airlift in late September in
support of refugees fleeing from ISIS
advances in northern Syria as more
than 150,000 Syrians, 80 percent
women and children, crossed the
border into Turkey in less than a
week. The first of eight flights by
a Royal Jordanian A310 freighter
carried relief supplies to the southern
Turkish city of Adana on September
25. The flights are expected to
bring in over 130,000 sleeping
mats, 107,500 blankets, 15,000
sets of cooking utensils, 13,500
plastic sheets, and five prefabricated
warehouses over the next eight days.
Further aid is on its way by truck from
Copenhagen and via sea from Dubai
to Mersin, Turkey, and is expected to
arrive on October 11. 
u Another warning for
companies who still think
"business as usual" is
sustainable has come
from global verification
service DNV GL. In a report
assessing the sustainability
performance of the world's
largest companies, it
notes that only a handful
seem to be preparing for a
necessary paradigm shift in
how to conduct business in
future.
They include Unilever, top of its survey
for the second year running, followed
by Holcim, Intel and Nestlé in joint
second place and Diageo placed

No.5. Making up the remainder of
its top 10 list are Akzo Nobel, China
Steel Corporation, GE, Microsoft and
equally placed Ferrovial and Sanofi.
Jon Woodhead, director for DNV GL
– Business Assurance, commented:
"It is becoming increasingly clear that
as a global society and economy, we
are reaching the limits to traditional
growth." He added that while
decoupling economic growth from
the impact of carbon emissions,
resource extraction and biodiversity
loss is the only solution, only a
handful of companies are starting to
make these commitments. 
u
The World Trade
Organisation (WTO) has
cut its 2014 growth
forecast from 4.7 percent
to 3.1 percent as Europe
continues to stagnate and
import demand weakens
in China and the resourcerich export regions of
Central and South America.
The WTO says trade growth should
rise in 2015 to four percent below the average of 5.2 percent
for the last 20 years. At the same
time it notes uncertainties persist
as tension between the EU/U.S.
and the Russian Federation over
Ukraine could lead to a widening of
sanctions; the growing Middle East
conflict could lead to a spike in oil
prices if the supply is threatened;
and the spread of Ebola could have
major economic implications for
West Africa and beyond the region.
World trade, as measured by the
average of exports and imports, only
increased 1.8 percent in the first
half of 2014 over the same period
in 2013, but is likely to rise for the
remainder of the year as imports
of developed economies continue
to rise. The WTO anticipates a 2.5
percent increase in shipments from
developed economies in 2014,

followed by a 3.8 percent rise
in 2015. Meanwhile, exports of
developing economies are expected
to grow by 4.0 percent in 2014 and
4.5 percent in 2015.
Commenting on the figures, WTO
director-general Roberto Azevêdo
said: "This is a moment to remind
ourselves that trade can play a
positive role here. Cutting trade costs
and broadening trade opportunities
can be a key ingredient to reversing
this trend."

u The International Railway
Association (UIC) says its
240 members operating on
six continents will reduce
energy consumption 50
percent by 2030 and 60
percent by 2050 based on a
1990 baseline.
The UIC says the group will also
reduce CO2 emissions 50 percent
by 2030 and 75 percent by 2050
based on the same timeline. To
achieve this, the association says its
members are expanding the use of
electrification, improving load factors,
procuring more efficient rolling
stock, developing energy and traffic
management systems and efficient
driving. Jean-Pierre Loubinoux,
UIC director general commented:
"Climate change is the defining issue
of our times. Rail offers an important
part of the solution because of its
very low carbon intensity.” In a bid to
encourage a modal shift from road
to rail, UIC members plan to increase
their traffic to equal expected road
volumes by 2030 and be 50
percent greater by 2050. To
achieve this the association says
national governments and transport
authorities will have to invest in
high-speed rail to reduce road and
air traffic, and introduce new freight
corridors to support economic
development. 
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Britain’s airport future – lookingNorth
In September an interim report from the British governmentappointed Airports Commission decided not to include
an inner Thames estuary airport proposal to its shortlist of
options for providing new capacity by 2030. Commenting on
the decision chairman Howard Davies said: “We are not
persuaded that a very large airport in the Thames estuary is
the right answer to London’s and the UK’s connectivity needs.”
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There will be those
who argue that the
commission lacks
ambition and
imagination…
We need to focus
on solutions which
are deliverable,
affordable, and set
the right balance for
the future of aviation
in the UK.
Howard Davies, Chairman, Airports Commission

Suggesting the proposal by
London mayor Boris Johnson
would cost £70-90 billion,
Davies added: “There will be those
who argue that the commission
lacks ambition and imagination…
We need to focus on solutions which
are deliverable, affordable, and set
the right balance for the future of
aviation in the UK.”

✈

Already addressing that future is the
network of airports owned by the
Manchester Airports Group (MAG).
Freightweek asked Graeme Ferguson,
MAG commercial director, Cargo for
his perspective:
The (UK) Airports Commission:
What would you like the Commission
to recommend as to the future of South
East airports and what would you like
to see the government do by when?
The debate about runway capacity is a
UK-wide one, not just a debate about
capacity in the South East. Whatever
long-term recommendations are made by
the Davies Commission, a new runway is
unlikely to be delivered for at least 15-20
years. That means making effective use
of existing capacity in the interim period is
imperative and MAG’s airports will play a
role with available capacity in key regions
such as the North, South West, Midlands
and London.
What do you think the effect will be
on British industry if the government
doesn’t act fast? What impact will it
have on MAG? What impact is any deal
likely to have on UK plc.?
UK aviation is a major success story
and plays a vital role in the economy.
We want the industry to continue to play
a significant role in driving economic
growth and this debate is crucial to
that objective. The UK has the second
largest aircraft manufacturing industry
in the world after the USA. Aviation
benefits the UK economy in several ways
through its direct contribution to gross
domestic product and employment,
and by facilitating trade and investment,
manufacturing supply chains, skills
development and tourism.
What can you do as an airport operator
to influence the outcome of the
Commission’s deliberations?
What have you submitted to the
Commission in this context?

✈
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Graeme Ferguson, Manchester Airports Group Commercial Director, Cargo

There are solutions to the issues. Action
can be taken now to make better use
of existing capacity, for example. The
Government could encourage the take
up of capacity at airports by:

		
		
		

		
		

		
		
		

Improving road and rail links to
airports to increase their
attractiveness to airlines
and passengers;
Reforming Air Passenger Duty
to incentivise the use of spare
capacity; and
Promoting regional airports when
holding international negotiations
with other countries on air
traffic rights.

Do you think an airport in the Thames
Estuary is a better option than a third
runway at Heathrow or a second
runway at Gatwick?
The Airports Commission has chosen not
to shortlist the estuary option. We remain
focused on how the airports we operate
can play a role in the aviation capacity
debate for the UK.
How can Stansted provide a viable
alternative for customers and the
economy?

London Stansted is already proving to
be a preferred option with passenger
numbers rising by more than one million
in the last year with airlines commencing
services from the airport and increasing
frequencies. The airport offers full year
round operations with a runway that
offers airlines slots at the time they want.
London Stansted sits on the M11 corridor
connecting London with crucial regional
and national distribution centres which
further facilitate the early and very late
stages of logistics. Its geographical
position enables cargo traffic from the
Middle East and Asia to hit the UK
quickly and reduce flying time. The city
of London is quick and easy to reach
from Stansted via excellent transport
links, with rapid and direct access to
the commercial and finance districts of
London for business passengers.
As Britain’s only major airport owned
by taxpayers (in the form of electable
local government), what role do you
think you should play in the context
of people, planet and profits? How do
you strike a sustainable balance?
UK airports are contributors to the
economic development of the UK
regions in their own right. But their

✈

importance goes much further than that.
As well as being a major employer and
wealth creator, our local airports enable
local businesses to grow and develop,
by providing international connections
to global markets and enabling the
rapid delivery of goods to market. On
sustainability, we were the first airport
group to look at making our airport
operations carbon neutral by 2015 and
our community work around all of the
airports we operate from is recognized as
best in class.
How do the taxpayers see a benefit
from ‘owning’ MAG? Can they measure
the benefit? If so, how?
We are part of the fabric of the regions
we serve and we provide a service to
the people who use our airports. As
well as supporting international trade,
international connectivity helps underpin
inward investment. For example, it’s
hard to imagine the likes of Google and
MBNA locating in the North West without
access to direct air links such as that
provided by Manchester Airport. If we are
to get serious about ‘rebalancing’ the UK
economy, and closing the productivity
gap between the North and South, then
access to international connections is vital.

Why did MAG buy Stansted? It has
a long history supporting cargo
airlines so what are you going to do
to encourage more airline (cargo and
passenger) operators to the airport
and more customers to use them?
London is the UK’s primary aviation
market, and until the Stansted
acquisition our access was mainly
through East Midlands and Bournemouth
airports which can and do serve the
London market very efficiently from a
cargo perspective. London Stansted
was the perfect additional fit to our
strategy as a growing airport group, and
from a cargo perspective it was great
news given its long standing history
and geographical location. From both
a passenger and cargo perspective we
are excited about the prospects and
potential London Stansted offers, and
these are already being recognized
as we have attracted airlines including
Cargolux, ANA Aviation Services,
Magma Aviation, Qatar Airways, Air
Moldova, Cyprus Airways. MAG has
the opportunity to develop London
Stansted and unlock its full potential and
we are committed to ensuring Stansted
becomes the premier scheduled
freighter airport for the UK.

✈
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Is price the answer? Are you free to
charge airlines less to handle/land
than LHR and LGW?
Price will always be a key factor but MAG
also prides itself on the quality of service
and relationship built with its customers.
We know we are very competitively
priced versus our competitor airports,
but equally important is that we are able
to offer capacity to the cargo operators
when they require it. All of our airports
offer full year round operations which are
fundamental to the scheduling for airlines
to be able to hit their hub at key times of
their wider operation.
How much of UK airfreight do you
handle at Manchester and East
Midlands? Does more cargo traffic
O&D from these two airports than LHR?
MAG is handling in the region of 640,000
tonnes annually, with East Midlands
handling 305,000, London Stansted
handling 230,000, Manchester handling
95,000 and Bournemouth handling
10,000 tonnes. It is very difficult to
understand the true split between O&D
and transfer freight, as each of our
airports has a very different shape to it;
East Midlands is primarily an express
hub and ad hoc gateway; London
Stansted is a significant express hub,
with a wide portfolio of scheduled
freighters and a small amount of
bellyhold; Manchester is primarily
bellyhold with a smaller pure cargo
sector split evenly between express and
scheduled, while Bournemouth is mainly
express mail and freight. Each sector of
air cargo is different, and MAG’s primary
concern is that each of our customers
is able to either load, unload or transfer
their cargo as efficiently as possible.
If the majority of UK manufacturers
are not in the South East, from a cargo
perspective is the ‘Heathrow hub’ the
only option for the UK?
Heathrow is handling around 60 percent
of the UK’s air cargo, but as the economy
continues to improve and demand
exceeds the capacity that Heathrow
is already at, we believe the greater
utilisation of regional airports which
are closer to the regional and national
distribution centres can prove their worth
as effective cargo gateways. We believe
that our airports are perfectly positioned
and are already providing this capability.
Do you expect more direct flights
to MAG airports if there is (another)
compromise over the future of
Heathrow?
We feel that our airports already play a
role in providing the routes and services
that local communities require. As an
example, Manchester Airport is the only
airport outside the South East with a
strong long haul portfolio as the third
largest in the country. As well as serving
destinations like Singapore, Pakistan

and the USA direct, we also offer strong
onward connectivity via the Middle East
(3x daily to Dubai, 2x daily to Abu Dhabi
and 10x per week to Doha). Recent new
announcements include services to Hong
Kong (from December 2014), Jeddah
and Toronto, and the Charlotte (USA)
service brings transatlantic services to
over 60 per week. Most of the world can
be reached either non-stop or one stop
from Manchester.
Do you find your airline and cargo
agent customers prefer to use MAG if
they can and if so why? What reasons
do they give for preferring to ship
via your airports? What do you do
that makes the difference? Do your
customers tell you?
Our flexibility and approach to cargo is
very different to other airport operators.
Cargo is very important to MAG and has
been for many years, it is a fundamental
part of what MAG does and we
recognise the importance of cargo to all
airlines. This approach is well received
by cargo agents and so we hope this
gives them the confidence to use our
airports as their international cargo
gateways to the world. We work closely
with many stakeholders including the
British International Freight Association to
demonstrate the importance cargo has to
the Group.
Why don’t you do more to differentiate
your shareholder structure from the
(foreign) owners of Heathrow and
Gatwick who are obviously interested
in protecting their investments first.
If MAG believes the customer has
another option to LHR or LGW (i.e.
the growth of regional airports or the
expansion of MAG airports) would
that not be a reason to self-promote/
differentiate?
We have a strong shareholder base
with IFM Investors and the Greater
Manchester councils who are supportive
of our approach as a business. We have
a passenger volume of 44m across the
four airports and the cargo operations
are performing strongly. Airport City
at Manchester will increase the cargo
options for the North as well and we feel
our airports are well placed to serve the
regions they operate from.
Will you be expanding/encouraging
more direct flights from developing
countries to MAG airports in 2014?
We are constantly striving to attract new
airlines, forwarders and other air cargo
stakeholders to our airports. There are
existing and emerging opportunities
and we will continue to work with our
incumbent customers and potential
new airlines to explore the feasibility
of new routes to ensure any launch is
well prepared, and most importantly,
successful. 
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in supply chain risk?

The U.K.’s Chartered
Institute of Purchasing
& Supply (CIPS) –
which has 106,000
members in 50
countries - says supply
chain risk reached an
18 month low by the
second half of 2014
(Q2). However the
rising death toll from
the Ebola pandemic,
new sanctions on
Russia and the ISIS
terrorist group threaten
to reverse the trend
by the end of Q3.
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The CIPS/Dun & Bradstreet index, which
tracks the effect of economic, political
and social factors on the security of
global supply chains, fell from an all-time
high of 82.4 in Q3 2013 to 78.1 in Q2
2014. The institute says the main reason
is a German industrial recovery with
the country’s exports shoring up supply
chains across Europe and beyond.
The UK imported more than £5.6 billion
worth of goods and services from
Germany last year, but its products
also play a vital role in France, Ireland,
the Netherlands and Italy who together
supply a further £8.7 billion worth
of imports for UK businesses and
consumers.
However despite a recent 6.8 percent
reduction in the number of bankruptcies
in Germany, failed businesses in the
country still left more than £6
billion worth of unfulfilled
orders in their wake in
the beginning of 2014
- a cost paid not
just in Germany
but by any
company
whose

supply chains involve German-made
products at any stage, says D&B.
The report notes the reduction in risk and
possibility of export-led growth in SubSaharan Africa could yet be undermined
by the Ebola crisis that has now cost at
least 3,000 lives. Should the World Health
Organisation impose a general ban on
travel or trade in the near future, the
outbreak could lead to a major disruption
of supply chains throughout West Africa
and beyond.
The lowering of risk in the Middle East
due to successful Kuwaiti infrastructure
projects and the previous stability in
Iraq’s oil-rich Kurdistan could also be
threatened as Kurdish workers flee
ahead of ISIS advances. Elsewhere, says
D&B, a moderate economic slowdown
in China is contributing to stagnation in
Russia’s increasingly isolated economy
as a result of U.S. and EU sanctions.
Andrew Williamson, D&B lead economist,
noted: “The lacklustre improvement
in the global economy continues to
highlight the unprecedented times in
which supply chain professionals are
operating. The advanced economies
continue to lead the nascent recovery,
but regional markets fractured by
uneven performance, operational risk
uncertainty and exogenous political
impacts have led to a tentative and
fragile revival.”
John Glen, CIPS economist and senior
economics lecturer at the Cranfield
School of Management added: “The
economic recovery in Europe, which
is admittedly slow, coupled with lower
bankruptcy levels in Europe, is good
news for UK supply chains which are
heavily reliant on Europe in general and
Germany specifically.”
However CIPS has also identified a new
risk following research suggesting 11
percent of Britain’s business leaders
think it “likely” that modern slavery is
already playing a role in their supply
chains and that 72 percent of supply
chain professionals have “zero visibility”
beyond the second tier.
With only 21 percent able to guarantee
there is no malpractice in their supply
chains, CIPS says this is mirrored by
consumers who rarely consider how
products are sourced. Only 30 percent
take the country of origin into account
when buying and only 25 percent care
about how their products are sourced. As
a result, there is an increasing risk to U.K.
supply chains exposed to corruption,
incompetence and human rights abuses
worldwide. B

David Noble, Group CIPS CEO
commented: “Consumers and business
leaders have entered into a ‘don’t ask,
don’t tell’ pact on Britain’s supply chains.
Neither consumers nor business leaders
have learned the lessons of the horse
meat scandal and are content to remain
ignorant of the malpractice that could be
operating throughout their supply chains.
”A professional ‘licensing’ of all supply
chain and procurement professionals
is becoming critical to avoid the UK
sleepwalking into another supply chain
crisis,” he added.
Meanwhile a survey by financial advisors
Grant Thornton of 2,500 businesses in
34 economies finds that businesses are
trying to mitigate risk by adopting more
socially and environmentally sustainable
practices because it makes good
financial sense.
Perhaps predictably, the research
indicates the top driver overall towards
more sustainable business practices
is cost management (67 percent, up
from 56 percent in 2011). The company
says this is particularly notable in Latin
America with a rise from 68 percent to 77
percent, while North America produced a
huge jump from 45 percent in 2011 to 76
percent this year.
Grant Thornton says the second biggest
sustainability driver is client/consumer

demand (64 percent), followed by
“because it is the right thing to do” at 62
percent.
Francesca Lagerberg, global leader
for tax services, said: “The findings
suggest that benefits of adopting more
environmentally and socially sustainable
business practices are becoming ever
more tangible, for example through
tax relief on charitable activity or lower
energy bills due to efficiency measures
introduced.
“We live in an increasingly digital world
characterised by instant customer
feedback, so businesses need to be
mindful not just of what they are doing,
but of how they are doing it. Companies
which gain while the local population
or environment loses can quickly find
demand for their products or services
eroding," she added.
According to the survey, 68 percent of
business leaders worldwide said their
number one CSR initiative in the past
12 months was donating to community
causes or charities: “For business
leaders, commercial drivers can no
longer be viewed as separate from social
or environmental ones…In an ever more
crowded and competitive marketplace,
we’re seeing businesses use CSR to
differentiate themselves and unlock
new potential for growth,” Lagerberg
commented. 
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Ebola – volunteering despite the risk
The World Food Programme (WFP) is providing
assistance to over one million people affected by the
Ebola outbreak in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone and
providing logistics support to get aid workers and critical
supplies into the virus-hit areas.
Leighla Bowers, a Rome-based
communications officer working with
WFP's Logistics team, spoke recently to
Alastair Cook, a WFP logistician working in
Monrovia, Liberia about his experience:
I started with WFP in 2004 as a TNT “Feed
the World" volunteer in Malawi. The very
next year, I established the first of North
Star Alliance’s Wellness Centres, which are
strategically-placed roadside health clinics
along Africa's transport corridors. In 2006,
I went to Kenya for just three months and
stayed three years. By 2009, I was in Rome
where I was part of the Pandemic Planning
team. I also was deployed to support
Logistics Cluster emergencies in Myanmar
and Pakistan. In 2012, I was reassigned to
Somalia and now here I am on mission in
Liberia. Overall I have worked in more than 20
African countries in the past 18 years.

the response team. It’s not every day that we
respond to an emergency of this kind.

What are you doing in Monrovia?
I was asked to go due to my experience with
the Pandemic Planning team. Initially I was
requested to simply get to Liberia ASAP.
When I arrived, it was quickly apparent that
I should focus on organizing WFP’s food
deliveries throughout the country, which will
soon be significantly scaling up. On certain
projects, I’m also working with the Logistics
Cluster, which is providing support and
coordination to the humanitarian community
across West Africa. I also really wanted to go
to Monrovia as this was a unique response,
not just for me but for WFP and everyone
involved.

How is this crisis different from the others
you have supported?
Given the nature of this emergency, this is
quite different to anything else. You drive
around town and it’s difficult to grasp the
concept that this is a country gripped
by a barely visible crisis. For example,
everyone must wash their hands upon entry
to all buildings and shops. I have my body
temperature taken at least five times a day.
Shaking hands is no longer acceptable, so
now we ‘seal a deal’ by touching elbows. It’s
quite unusual how quickly old habits change.

(Given the situation) have you ever
wondered if you made the right decision?
No, I was never in doubt. Due to the
pandemic projects I worked on in the
past, I understood the virus transmission
and personally, I had no worries. In fact, I
consider myself very fortunate to be part of

What has been your greatest logistics
challenge so far?
Since the 1st of July until the end of August,
around 43,700 people at Ebola case
management centres and quarantined
communities have received food from WFP
in nine of Liberia’s 15 counties. We’re still
distributing food in West Point and Dolo’s
Town, and are monitoring these distributions
on a daily basis. When completed,
approximately 57,000 people will have been
reached. At the same time, we’re preparing
to significantly scale-up food distributions
as I mentioned before, as well as manage
the numerous requests from humanitarian
partners to provide and set-up mobile storage
units… We’re working around the clock!

One can imagine there must be a level of
strength amongst the community. Is there
anything in particular that has moved you?
I am amazed by the local Liberians, who
are understandably very concerned about
what is happening in their country. Despite
this desperate situation, the Liberian people
remain dignified, and are unbelievably kind,
polite and helpful to all of us.

By the end of September 2014, the World Heath Organisation had reported over 3,400 deaths from the
Ebola virus and warned the number of cases could reach 21,000 by November. Joanne Liu, international
president of Médecins Sans Frontières told the U.N. General Assembly on September 25: “There is
today a political momentum the world has rarely - if ever - seen. As world leaders, you will be judged
by how you use it.” The financial response from government, international institutions, corporations
and philanthropists currently is US$400 million.
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Winner – Air Cargo Industry Customer Care Award, World Cargo Awards 2014
When it comes to our business of cargo, we are committed to taking extra care of your
business across the globe. By winning this prestigious award, we are delighted to know
our dedication is being recognised by those who matter most, you. Thank you for your vote.
etihadcargo.com
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